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  Castle Farm.                  Woonton Ash.                      Crump Oak.          Sarnesfield.               Oaker’s Hill. 

 
  The view from ‘Castle Farm’ and ‘Summer Court’, near Holme Marsh, looking South East. 

 

“Oh to be in England, Now that April’s there” – Hmmm.... Robert Browning wrote that when 

he was in Italy (in 1845) but there are many of us who, at the beginning of the month in 

Lyonshall, thought that April in England would look much better from a distance – from Italy 

or anywhere else that had a bit of sunshine! Fortunately within three weeks we had a mini-

heat-wave, everything looked so much brighter and the natural world sprang into life. And 

not just the flora and fauna themselves but Government departments, Quangos and 

charities concerned with wildlife and the rural environment – proposals, initiatives, schemes, 

opinions and downright rumours which had probably been mouldering all winter were 

suddenly aired in the media. I shall try to “keep a finger on the pulse” of anything which 

might affect Lyonshall. See the last paragraph of this Country Diary issue. 

 

The month in general 

 

“Yearly, down this hill, April comes like an idiot, babbling and strewing flowers”  

(Edna St. Vincent Millay 1892-1950.  American Poet & Playwright) 

And this year, April was a very fast-moving “idiot” once she finally got going! After the long 

hard winter, Spring came to Lyonshall at a brisk pace. This was particularly noticeable 

among the plants. Although some seem to have been badly knocked back or killed 

altogether by the sharp frosts and late snow, many appear to have thrived on Spring’s delay. 

Look at the great pale blue bank of Forget-me-nots, growing – in appropriate memory of 

loved ones - in the old south-facing part of the churchyard; I don’t recall ever noticing them 

before but this April they were spectacular. 

 

 
 

 



The Celandines, too, seem unfazed by the weather, likewise the common “weeds” – 

Dandelions, Chickweed, Goose-grass and Nettles. Other plants have finally “caught up” such 

as the Blackthorn blossom, mentioned in March as being very late. The result by the end of 

April is a good display of trees and wildflowers (see the photographic montage below). But 

there have been some notable absentees from the usual early season display. 

Going back to the animal and bird life, with so much bad weather discouraging observation 

it is probably unwise to draw conclusions before the end of May or June – we’ll keep a 

“watching brief”. 

 

Flora 

 

Trees and Shrubs 

In March I reported that neither Oak nor Ash had breaking buds and the following photo 

shows that in mid-April (17th) the Ash was still only just showing signs of coming into leaf. 

 

 
 Ash Tree buds breaking - © Simon T. 

By the end of the month most of the Oak and Ash trees were well into leaf and it’s neck-

and-neck as to which was first - which probably indicates the usual summer mix of rainy 

and dry days! The Silver Birch, also mentioned last month, is in leaf but seems to have no 

catkins on show.  The Field Maple is in flower and leaf and exceptionally lovely this year and 

a young and healthy ‘English Elm’ Tree (Ulmus minor ‘Atinia’ ) is flowering beautifully.  

 

          
                                  Field Maple leaves opening     &      an “Elm tree bough”  flowering. 

 

The “Pussy” Willow (Goat Willow - Salix caprea) is in flower but not as abundant as last year. 

 

 
Pussy Willow © Shaun P. 

 



Beech and Sycamore are rather late but coming on. The Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), The 

Bullace (the Wild Plum Prunus institia) and The Cherry Plum (Prunus cerasifera) trees, like 

most of both the wild and the cultivated members of the Prunus family, are in flower but 

their blossom seems sparse, which doesn’t bode well for their fruit crops [Bullaces make an 

excellent alternative to Sloe Gin I am reliably informed !]. However their ‘cropping’ is 

notoriously variable from year to year, so this may not be related to our poor March/April 

weather – maybe an expert could advise on this? 

 

              
                                    Blackthorn.                                          Bullace.                       Cherry Plum © Shaun P. 

 

No other tree and shrub news except for confirmation that 31 “new” young Black Poplars 

have been planted in the Parish by ‘The Go Wild in The Curl’ Project and our Tree Warden. 

 

Smaller Plants 

Last month I mentioned the unusual lack of Purple Violets, Speedwell, Wood Anemone and 

Ladies’ Smock {the ‘Cuckoo Flower’}. By the end of April all of these were back except for 

the delicate Wood Anemones (not yet reported but they may be flowering somewhere in the 

Parish). Oddly, the Purple Violet is the Sweet Violet, not the more common Dog Violet!  

Also in flower soon after the sun came out – Ground Ivy, Fumitory, Wild Strawberries, 

Bluebells, Garlic Mustard, Red Campion, Groundsel, Early Purple Orchids, the “Golden” 

Saxifrages (Opposite Leaved and Alternate Leaved), Field Wood-rush, Ribwort Plantain and, 

of course, the Dandelions, Daisies and “weeds” mentioned previously. A special “thank you” 

to contributors for the excellent photos... 

 

                                    
   Purple Violet © Simon T.                 Fumitory {or “Earth Smoke”}.    ‘Early Purple Orchid’ © Sarah C. 
 

                       
                Bluebells.           ‘Alternate’ and ‘Opposite’ Saxifrages © Sarah C.     ‘Garlic Mustard’ herb. 
 
 
 
 



                            
Dandelion & ‘Cuckoo Flower’.             Wild Primrose © Simon T.                               Celandines. 
 

Before leaving this topic, a small note on the cheerful little Celandine: It is always shown in 

reference books as having “8 petals” but in The Parish of Lyonshall it may have 6, 8, 10, 11 

or even more! I applaud its refusal to conform to just anyone’s dull standards! 

 

Fungi, Moss, Lichens and Algae (Them! ) 

Two ‘Bracket Fungi’ were noted in April (as well as many more Scarlet Elf Cups). These were 

a  boringly-named-and-inedible Coriolus versicolor seen on a Willow tree by the “Upper 

Fishpool” and a delightfully-named-but-equally-inedible Turkey Tail (Trametes versicolor) 

growing on a Hornbeam stump. 

 

                                  
                          Coriolus Versicolor – ‘Bracket Fungus’. [Old]             “Turkey Tail” Fungus © David G.   
 

No other fungi have been reported. There have been no other new reports of moss or lichen. 

  

Fauna 

 

Mammals 

 

We are very grateful to Shaun Price’s young daughter, ‘Seren ’, for this photo of a female 

‘Roe Deer’, taken between ‘Park Gate Farm’ and ‘Litfield Bank’ at the end of the month. Like 

most deer it was reluctant to have its photo taken but she managed to snap this one picture!  

 

 
Roe Deer (female) © Seren P. 

It’s good to see more mammals around in the Parish and hopefully there will be a greater 

variety in the summer.  



In the meantime there were three Hedgehog sightings from or near Pembridge – one, sadly, 

of a Hedgehog apparently frozen to death in the late snow. The others are thriving and are 

being fed on “peanuts and cat food”! 

The only Badger seen this month was a dead one on the A44 near ‘Penrhos Court’. 

Otherwise the mammal count remains much the same as for March – Rabbits, numerous 

Brown Rats and the inevitable Grey Squirrels. 

 

Birds 

A rich variety of bird sightings (and hearings)!  

 

On “firsts”  

• The first Swallow reported was seen near Pembridge on April 8th but a “resident 

swallow” arrived at The Lyonshall Garden Centre on April 14th and was followed by 

more swallows five or six days later, 

• The first Cuckoo was heard only five or six miles outside the Parish on April 24th;  

• Two sightings of “the first” Willow Warblers have been reported. 

 

On nesting:  

• A pair of Long-tail Tits was reported as nesting about 45-feet up a conifer, much 

higher than previously noted (taking with them “old pillow feathers and alpaca wool” 

put out for the birds by a kindly local householder).  

• Meanwhile my resident Nuthatches have returned to the nest-box [No.9] they 

selected about 4 years ago (but which they have not occupied in the intervening 

years) and they have once again put mud round the entrance-hole to ensure that it is 

exactly “Nuthatch-sized” thereby, presumably, limiting the danger from predators or 

draughts to its young. It would take a brave predator to take on a Nuthatch; for their 

size they make an “helluva’n angry” noise when anyone or anything gets too close!   

• A Great Tit occupied another nest-box [No.1.]; there were several episodes of heavy 

tapping from inside the box before moving in.  Installing IKEA shelves perhaps?  

 

The many other small birds – Tits, Finches, Robins, Wrens etc. – have chosen to build their 

own accommodation. Regrettably, the only egg seen so far this year was from a Blackbird 

and its nest had obviously been robbed.  The egg was eaten by some other bird or maybe a 

Squirrel – there are many Crows, Rooks and Magpies around who might be the guilty ones. 

 

                      
    A ‘Raided’ Black Bird egg.         The Great Tits’ nest box 2018.                   “The Nuthatch Box”. 
 

Amongst the more unusual bird sightings were three (3) Greater Spotted Woodpeckers 

“flocking together” in April – it would be interesting to know what their relationship could be 

so early in the breeding season. I also have had a report of a small family (“flight”) of 

Woodcock seen on the northern strip of Lyonshall Park Wood - which abuts onto The River 

Arrow close to ‘Bullock’s Mill’.  

 

 



My home on the western edge of ‘The Village’ of Lyonshall was visited in April 2018 by an 

unusually large Sparrow-hawk and by a very busy Tree-creeper – not, of course, at the same 

time!  Except for the Dippers on The River Arrow there were very few new water bird 

sightings.  The ‘Upper Fishpool’ seems to be very quiet this year. 

 

This month we also received the results of the “Big Farmland Bird Count” which took place in 

February. Several farmers from the Lyonshall and Pembridge area took part and I am looking 

forward to a ‘local’ summary. Nationally, however, the 5 most commonly seen species were 

Blackbirds, Woodpigeons, Robins, Blue Tits and Pheasants and the largest numbers recorded 

were  Starlings, Wood Pigeons, Fieldfares, Rooks and Chaffinches – particularly interesting 

since Starlings and Fieldfares are on the “Red List  for Birds of Conservation Concern”. At the 

moment I can only guess at how the local bird population compares with the English 

National findings so I shall wait until the official figures are ready and published! 

 

Insects and Invertebrates 

A burst of sunshine on April 9th led to the appearance of a small swarm of bright metallic-

green-gold backed flies on the Ivy which, I’m told, are a form of “Blow Fly” and they are 

members of the ‘True Fly’ family (Calliphordiae Diptera). They seemed very pretty and 

harmless enough, even if they have some fairly undesirable feeding habits and relatives! I 

must learn more about flies but it is a huge and not very enticing category... 

Next to appear were a few ‘solitary bees’. The Buff-tailed Bumble Bee (Bombus lucorum) was 

reported in March. In April, among the smaller bees, were several Red-tailed Bumble Bees 

(Bombus lapidarius) which burrow among the stones of our old railway track-bed. 

 

It was the middle of April 2018 before the first Butterfly was seen – just one or two humble 

‘Small Whites’ at first, a few Brimstones, a Holly Blue and then a profusion of ‘Orange Tips’. I 

was slightly puzzled as to why there were suddenly lots of Orange Tips around, and why the 

one - shown below and posing for several minutes on a daffodil leaf - looked so bright and 

fresh (the underside of the wings is almost as pretty as the top). I then discovered that they 

overwinter as a chrysalis in bushes and emerge with their preferred food plants - “Lady’s 

Smock” and “Garlic Mustard - both proliferated close by to this particular butterflies habitat! 

 

                             
               Orange Tip Butterfly (under-wing photo).                ‘Ladies Smock’ or ‘The Cuckoo Flower. 
 

There will be many more butterflies seen over the next few weeks as the weather improves. 

 

Fish, reptiles and amphibians 

No new reports in this category this month. The general “wetness” has not been of the kind 

of weather which encourages hunting for wildlife although the fish and reptiles may love it! 

 

 



 

Lyonshall Weather in April 

 

 
 

                                                    
         April 2nd 2018 © Simon T.                                                 April 18th 2018.                         April 30th 2018. 

April began as a cold, wet, snowy and slushy mess. March had been gloomy but ‘Spring’ 

must be coming soon!  For the first half of the month it was a bit depressing but then we 

had a “HEAT WAVE”!  Yippee – Summer was coming!  Sadly this was not to be.  The rest of 

the month was much as we should have expected for April ! “Sunshine and Showers”. But by 

the end of the month we were back to normal.   In fact – compared to last year – not much 

changed overall!  In fact the highest temperature in 2017 was exactly the same as this year. 

 

The Future – National and Local Activity 

Although my main concern is just to record the diverse Flora and Fauna of Lyonshall Parish 

in 2017/2018, I can not just ignore the activities of the Environmental and Rural 

Organisations which might affect the wildlife of The Parish or be recording it in the future.  

April was particularly rich in such activity! 

 

1. Firstly, on April 14th there was a major article in ‘The Times’ by an Environmentalist 

author, Mark Cocker, trailing his book “Our Place; Can We Save Britain’s Wildlife 

Before It Is Too Late?”  This pointed out that our successes – the reintroduction of 

the Red Kite for instance – have been outweighed by widespread losses such as 

those of Skylarks, Hedgehogs and Flower Meadows. It also talks of the lack of co-

ordination between the varying environmental and conservation organisations and 

shows that Britain may be performing poorly in comparison with many other 

Countries in relevant league tables. I haven’t yet read the book – has anyone else in 

Lyonshall read it? – but before we all get too gloomy it might be worth thinking 

about whether our little Parish is doing the best that it can for nature? 

 

 



2. More encouraging, Chris Packham [a committed environmental campaigner if 

occasionally a “little outspoken” I must admit] on The BBC TV ‘Breakfast Show’ on 

April 17th, talked about the “Bio Blitz” project he is spearheading on behalf of the 

Bristol Natural History Consortium. Their principal aim is a series of short but 

intensive studies of wildlife in various areas of The Country involving scientists, 

volunteers and children – not suitable for small villages and parishes like ours. 

However I was pleased to hear that he is anxious to increase interest in and records 

of wildlife everywhere, not just in “Nature Reserves” but in all small pockets of land, 

gardens, pools etc. This is surely what we in Lyonshall are about? 

3. On the other hand, on April 30th The Wildlife Trusts warned that “... the government 

is proposing to take all reference to Local Wildlife Sites out of the National Planning 

Policy Framework. This means removing protection for all local wildlife sites.”  The 

Trust points out that there are more than 42,000 LWS – “quiet, often unnoticed 

places where wildlife thrives...sites of importance for biodiversity”  -  which are 

currently to be protected wherever possible. As shown on the NDP, within the parish 

of Lyonshall there are/were several Local Wildlife Sites, so designated about 30 years 

ago but with the reasons for their designation largely forgotten. One has already lost 

its raison d’etre and been scheduled for housing development. (An area which might 

have replaced it is likely to go the same way). The condition of the others is 

unknown. We may need to pay more attention to our Local Wildlife Sites in advance 

of any government action. 

4. Locally, however, the Go Wild in the Curl project remains active and is making slow 

but steady progress in cleaning up the Curl, in particular its phosphate content, and 

thus enhancing its wildlife potential. The heavy rainfall in early April gave rise to 

some “scummy froth” in one of the drainage ditches leading down from the Castle 

Weir area through the Fishpool into the stream; analysis of a water sample showed a 

poor phosphate rating of 0.44 parts per million. Hopefully similar problems can be 

sourced and sorted. 

 

So “Watch this space” on relevant environmental reports and activity – good or bad –and 

meanwhile please keep reporting on the nature that surrounds us. 

 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com  
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